
What’s important when trying to win FFG Britannia?
(I have chosen to limit this to one page; there is one page for each color, as well.  Copyright 2009 Lewis Pulsipher)

If you think one color “can’t win” (or “can’t lose”),

you need a different strategy!  Experience has shown

that the sides are “nearly equal”, though many casual

players think otherwise.

Like virtually all multi-player games, this one is a

psychological game as well as a competition on the

board.  Perceptions count for a lot.  If you are in the

lead but not perceived to be in the lead, you have an

advantage.   You want to “control” the game without

appearing to.  Give other players a better reason to

attack someone else than you.  You don't want to get

in a situation where someone says  "well, you didn't

leave me with a choice".

To do well you need to know what new units are

coming, and when; and where your opponents score

their points. Think of your forces as a whole, not as

separate nations.  Maximize your entire score, not the

score of each individual nation.  One of your nations

can divert an enemy, or “take it on the chin for the

cause”, if this will sufficiently improve the score of

another.

If you deprive someone of the chance of winning, be

sure it’s too late in the game for him to retaliate, or

that he’s too weak to harm you.   

Something you do in a round could have an effect

several rounds in the future.  Every little thing you do

is important in some way!  And there’s plenty of time

to recover if you have a bad start.

The question of “who is in the lead” is sometimes

unclear, and relates to expected scoring at particular

times.  The Romans score a lot of points early in the

game, the question is, did they score as many as

expected?  Yellow can have the most points and be in

fourth place! 

Just because you can take something or kill someone

doesn’t mean it’s the best move.  Weakening one

color can help another of your opponents too much. 

Sometimes it's important to keep an "enemy" around

(whether a color or a nation) because it can help you

against someone else later on.  Force preservation can

be as important as scoring points.  Just because you

can make a 2-1 attack doesn't mean you should do so. 

Points are important, but position is just as important,

because position strongly influences who will score

most in the future.  So you might choose, for

example, to keep some raiders peacefully at sea in

order to be in better position in the next round.  Your

armies don't NEED to DO anything as long as they're

scoring points (and breeding more armies, usually).  

Leaders are far more effective in attack than in

defense; they are especially good for attacking

difficult terrain.

Better odds mean less death for you.  Preserve your

forces whenever possible.  Three to two is poor

attacking odds when defenders are in difficult terrain,

as is two to one.

Red and blue have more control over the course of

the game during mid-game than yellow and green; red

and blue can get very high (or low) scores, green and

yellow rarely get very high scores.  So green and

yellow want to avoid someone (usually red or blue)

getting way ahead during midgame. Expect the

Romans to max or nearly max their R3 points (80

including submission of Belgae and killing

Boudicca).  The Roman difference comes in position,

Limes points, and points scored by opponents by R5. 

Don't forget, when running a big invasion, to leave

yourself in a defensible position.  When it's a Major

Invasion, be sure to attack with every army (if you

attack at all) in the first half: don't waste them

"holding territory" that you'll be able to occupy in the

second half.

Advice about multi-player conflict games in general:

Never make a threat you’re unwilling to carry

through; always honor your deals (never break a

deal).  If you're inexperienced, don't make any long-

term deals.  Simple deals help you and your “ally”,

and usually harm the other two players; e.g., red and

blue often agree on a demarcation between the

Saxons and the Angles.  Simple deals (= "common

sense") often work best.



What’s important when playing Blue to Win in Britannia Second Edition
(I have deliberately limited this to one page; there is one page of overall advice, as well.  LEP)

Every color in Britannia must be played as a whole, not as separate nations, if you want to win
consistently.  It may be worth sacrificing armies or points of one nation to improve the points or position
of another by a greater amount.  The action of armies at one end of the board can affect those at the other,
in the long run.  Remember, at a given time position is just as important as the number of armies or
number of points scored so far.

Blue are a lot different than in original Brit, where they were the most fragile color.  Changes in Angle
appearance and maximum (they can get up to 17 instead of 15) make a difference, but so do changes in
Red’s situation.  Blue is still the most “delicate” position to play, where a few bad decisions can end your
chance to win.

The Angles are the biggest point source for Blue, though often they are wiped out by the end of the game. 
The Picts can score a lot, and the Normans nearly as much.  Pict survival is important to a good Blue
score; the Angles may die in the end, but if they score a lot along the way, Blue is in good shape.

The Belgae can score over 20 with reasonable luck.  They may survive longer if they don’t assault the
Romans during Boudicca’s rebellion, but they’ll score fewer points in the long run.  One player
characterized this as: “Retreat whenever you can. Burn London.  Die.”  The Belgae rarely survive to the
end of the game.

The Picts often try to find the best position from which to submit to the Romans, then expand to areas
they have left empty in Scotland.  Other times they fight the Romans “tooth and nail” and (sometimes)
refuse to submit.  This can lead an incautious or unlucky Pict player into a bad situation, with no more
(or fewer) armies than the Caledonians, a poor prospect when the Scots arrive in numbers.  As the Picts
will usually have to submit, it may be wiser to submit in an advantageous position.

Red and Blue can score far more than Green and Yellow.  Some people see the game as Blue fighting
with Yellow in the north while Green struggles with Red in the south.  The Angles and Saxons have
many incentives to fight one another, as do Angles and Brigantes.  If Red and Blue cooperate, the other
two nations are probably in trouble.  The question becomes, where is the dividing line between Red and
Blue. 

The Angles often try to force Brigante submission, in part to help the Picts.  But sometimes it is not
possible owing to other needs, or because of a large-scale deal made with Red.

Some experts think that if Red and Blue make peace, Red benefits much more, and Blue may be
sacrificing its chance to win.

Blue have the last two plays (if the Angles survive).  The Normans can be the “swing” nation at the end
of a close game.  Do they try to kill Harold?  Don’t forget about Svein Estrithson.

My thanks to contributors to these short strategy pieces, in particular “the Black Prussian” (UK), Torben
Mogensen (Denmark), Yann Clouet (France), and George Van Voorn (Netherlands), among others.



What’s important when playing Green to Win in Britannia Second Edition
(I have deliberately limited this to one page; there is one page of overall advice, 

and there will be one page for each nation.  Lew Pulsipher)

Every color in Britannia must be played as a
whole, not as separate nations, if you want to
win consistently.  It is worth sacrificing armies
or points of one nation to improve the points or
position of another by a greater amount.  The
action of armies at one end of the board can
affect those at the other, in the long run. 
Remember, at a given time position is just as
important as the number of armies or number of
points.

Green is the most defensive of all the colors.  It
requires patience, not a “conquest” mentality. 
Offensives that spend lots of armies are a bad
idea, even for the Danes, though the Danes will
certainly do lots of attacking.

Green (and yellow) are limited in the maximum
number of points they can score.  Consequently,
green must work to keep red and blue in check. 
Generally, the lower the scores, the better off
green will be.  Put another way, green’s fate
frequently depends on others.  Diplomacy can
be an important tool.

If red and blue are at peace, it’s almost always
bad for green.  The Welsh then have to cope
with Irish and Saxons, and the Danes may be
faced with a “shield wall” of Angles and
Saxons.

The Saxons may be green’s biggest enemy. 
Some people see the game as blue fighting with
yellow in the north while green struggles with
red in the south.

The Welsh must survive and prosper if green is
to prosper.  Do NOT try to fight the Romans
tooth and nail.  Submit at five areas to allow for
population growth, and strongly consider
cooperating with the Roman to occupy his
burned fort areas.  It is often difficult for the
Welsh to maintain a long-term presence in
Cornwall and Devon, but that is going to help
your score–and especially try to prevent the

Irish from settling in those areas.  The clear
terrain in Wales is often contested by invaders,
and Welsh often abandon those areas for a time.

Try to negotiate with blue to take your trip to
York for 12 points.  You may be able to fight
your way in, but it will be very costly to Welsh
survivability later on.  Impress on the blue that
the Angles, too, will have difficulty prospering
if you have a big battle over York.

The Caledonians “aren’t worth much” if you
like offense, but they can score a lot of points if
they survive.  They need not be aggressive until
facing “starvation”.  If you think Picts will
attack the Caledonians early in the game, move
Orkneys to Caithness.  This is why the move
order changed from original Brit, to give the
Cals this chance.  Ultimately, the enemy of the
Caledonians is the Norsemen.

You may want to sacrifice the Jutes to help
another nation.  They are one of the lowest
scoring nations in the game, though a successful
attack on a Roman fort in Kent in Round 5,
settling there, is worth 14 points.

Some players believe the Danish invasion is the
key to green prosperity, while others think the
Welsh are more important.  The Welsh score
more points, but the Danish have much more
variability in how much they can score.  The
Welsh can help Danes secure the kingship by
picking off a few Saxons.

The Danes may not have much left at the end of
the game, but it’s points, not troops, that count
in the end.  The Danes have to preserve some
force during the big invasion, or they may be
wiped out too soon.  It is easy for the big Danish
invasion to “melt away”.



What’s important when playing Red to Win in Britannia Second Edition
(I have deliberately limited this to one page; there is one page of overall advice.  Lewis Pulsipher)

Every color in Britannia must be played as a whole, not as separate nations, if you want to win
consistently.  It is sometimes worth sacrificing armies or points of one nation to improve the points or
position of another by a greater amount.  The action of armies at one end of the board can affect those at
the other, in the long run.  Remember, at a given time position is just as important as the number of
armies or number of points scored so far.

Red has more opportunities for his nations to work together than any other color.  The Irish and Saxons
can be very hard on the Welsh, Saxons and Brigantes often are fighting Angles, Norsemen can help keep
Brigantes alive (and even distract the Welsh), and so forth. 

The Saxons are the biggest scorer, though the Brigantes can score a lot, and so can Norsemen.  If the
Saxons score poorly, it will be hard for Red to win.  If they do very well, it will be hard for others to
prevent Red from winning.

Red and Blue can score far more than Green and Yellow.  Some people see the game as Blue fighting
with Yellow in the north while Green struggles with Red in the south.  If Red and Blue cooperate, the
other two nations are probably in trouble.  But the Angles and Saxons have many incentives to fight one
another, as do Angles and Brigantes.  People used to playing original Britannia may lean too hard on
Red; people who have hardly played may not lean hard enough on Red.

Red certainly has many opportunities to fight Green, Irish and Saxons against Welsh, Saxons against
Jutes, Norse against Caledonians.  But if you get into a “struggle to the death” with Green, one of the
other colors will win, not you.  

Brigantes almost always submit to the Romans.  They try to find a good position occupying three areas,
from which to grow after submission in order to be strong in the face of Blue (and the Scots).  A deal can
sometimes be made with the Romans, who have other matters to attend to such as keeping the Picts in
check to help the Scots later on.  The Irish are often sacrificed to keep the Welsh in check while the
Saxons grow. The Norse natural enemy is the Caledonians, but they have many choices depending on the
strategic situation for Red.

Red often takes Cornwall and Devon (“south Wales”) in order to distract the Welsh from more valuable
(to the Red) lands.  The Irish sometimes survive the entire game in south Wales.  If the Welsh leave just
one defender in “holy Powys” it is usually worth a 3-1 attack.

Brigantes often retreat to Galloway in non-point turns, then come out to hold Strathclyde for the big
points.

Even if the Saxons “max out” their armies in mid-game, they can be nearly wiped out, and Harold killed,
at the end of the game.  But this does not prevent Red from winning.

The Norse are your most mobile group: while you’ll want to try for Orkneys, Hebrides & Caithness, and
visit Cumbria, you may want to send Norse where they’ll do the most harm to your enemies!

My thanks to contributors to these short strategy pieces, in particular “the Black Prussian” (UK), Torben
Mogensen (Denmark), Yann Clouet (France), and George Van Voorn (Netherlands), among others.



What’s important when playing Yellow to Win in Britannia Second Edition
(I have deliberately limited this to one page; there is one page of overall advice, as well.  LEP)

Every color in Britannia must be played as a whole,

not as separate nations, if you want to win

consistently.  Sometimes it is worth sacrificing armies

or points of one nation to improve the points or

position of another by a greater amount.  The action

of armies at one end of the board can affect those at

the other, in the long run.  Remember, at a given time

position is just as important as the number of armies

or number of points scored so far.

Yellow always appears to be in the lead early in the

game, because the Romans score so much.  The

Yellow player must convince others that the Romans

“must” score a lot to give Yellow a chance.  Some

players may go so far as to “play possum”, scoring

less early in the game in order to appear to be “not the

leader”.  Others try to “lead from the front”, as one

player put it, ultimately getting a sufficiently large

lead thanks to Scots and Dubliners (and maybe

Romano-British) that nothing can be done to pull the

Yellow back late in the game (when the Norwegians

can usually score a consistent amount, especially if

the Dubliners have done well).

Yellow does not want a game where everyone scores

fairly high, because a very high Yellow score is

difficult if not impossible to achieve.  Red and Blue

have many more chances for high scores.  So Yellow

must try to keep Red or Blue from dominating the

board.  

Yellow is odd to play because it has a “Big Bang” at

the start, a smaller Bang at the end, and a lot of being

careful in the middle.  Two Yellow nations are among

the lowest scorers in the game.  The Romans

dominate the game, then disappear.  The main

objective of the Romano-British is to survive for a

while.  Sometimes the Scots struggle for survival,

sometimes they can do quite well and control several

areas at the end of the game.  The Dubliners can

dominate the middle of the board or disappear,

depending on many circumstances, but they don’t

score much.  Norwegians have a fairly certain score

in Round 15, then a lot of uncertainty.

Barring quite bad luck, the Romans usually score

maximum points (80) at the end of Round 3, given

reasonable play by other players.  If others are

unreasonably intransigent, Romans may score less,

but the intransigent defenders will be hurt for the rest

of the game.  The Yellow player needs to convince

Roman opponents to submit, possibly by offering

them full population growth.

Any Roman who doesn’t take Devon in his first

move, or doesn’t take Downlands before the Belgae

submit, has Screwed Up Bigtime.  Devon is needed to

make it easy to force Welsh submission in the first

Round.  Downlands in the hands of the Belgae revolt

is poison, as it can reach so many areas that defense

will be weak.  The preferred situation is for the

Romans to have at least two and perhaps three armies

and a fort in each area the Belgae can attack.  If the

Romans force Welsh submission, they can redeploy

their armies to achieve this “Maginot Line” defense

against the Belgae.  

Sometimes the Welsh and Romans make a deal, the

Welsh leaving their lowlands to occupy just five areas

and submit to the Romans (who need not attack

them), in return for full population growth.  Strong

Welsh tend to keep the Irish and Saxons occupied.

Thanks to the Roads, the Romans don’t need to risk

lots of 1-1 attacks to achieve their objectives.  But 1-1

is pretty good odds, even so.

Scots can usually get Dalriada and Skye.  They often

wait until Fergus appears and come ashore “en

masse”, rather than come piecemeal.  Some

accommodation can often be reached with the Picts. 

Yellow does not want to get into a long battle with

Blue in the north, if possible.  It is very rare, but I

have seen Yellow with no pieces on the board for

more than one turn because the Scots got into too

many fights.

Dubliners are quite variable, and have many options,

such as helping pave the way for the Norwegians.  

There are multiple routes to the big points in York. 

Norwegians should get near maximum points on

Round 15.  Often Harald will be killed in Round

16–there are just too many enemies, especially with

the Danish king coming in Round 16.
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